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+441615033222 - https://theivymanchester.com/

Here you can find the menu of The Ivy Roof Garden, Spinningfields in Manchester. At the moment, there are 18
meals and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes

about The Ivy Roof Garden, Spinningfields:
stunning from beginning to end. eating is to die and our waitress sarah was an absolute star, full of personality

and what a beautiful character. they made it especially for us so well made sarah they are a loan for the ivy read
more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather, And into
the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like

about The Ivy Roof Garden, Spinningfields:
Last NYE perfect in everyway the same cannot be said for this year 2022 poor service from the outset warm flat
champagne did not receive the arancini mains arrived no sides when they did arrive were not as ordered food
was now cold ordered drinks at 11.40 to toast the new year arrived at 12.20 poor entertainment new year very
flat and poor experience on a positive note we were booked for Ivy Asia on new years day whi... read more. In

the morning, you can enjoy a rich brunch at The Ivy Roof Garden, Spinningfields, as much as you want, You can
take a break at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Typically, the burgers of this
place are served as highlights along with sides like fries, salads or wedges, on the menu there are also a lot of

Asian meals.
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Desser�
PANCAKE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Spirit�
MARTINI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

BURGER

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

BROCCOLI

MEAT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:30-02:00
Tuesday 08:30-02:00
Wednesday 08:30-02:00
Thursday 08:30-02:00
Friday 08:30-03:00
Saturday 08:30-03:00
Sunday 08:30-01:00
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